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Quantum Information Science (QIS)
● Quantum mechanics explains how world works at microscopic level, which 

governs behavior of all physical systems, regardless of their size
● Information science revolutionized how information is collected, stored, 

analyzed, manipulated, protected, and moved
● We see convergence of two 20th century greatest revolutions in the form of 

Quantum Information Science (QIS)



Quantum Information Science
QIS exploits unique quantum effects such as superposition, interference, and 
entanglement to obtain, compute, and transmit information in the ways that are 
superior compared to classical technology (digital, Newtonian)
The key concept is entanglement (“spooky action at a distance”, EPR pair ). Works 
only for only very small object (electrons, photons, atoms etc). It is proven to be 
essential to achieve “quantum advantage” or for “quantum teleportation”



Key concepts
● Qubit -  basic unit of quantum information, which is the quantum version of the 

classical binary bit. It can exist in superposition – any state between 0 and 1
● Qubit fidelity – how long qubit stays coherent/operational
● Quantum effects - superposition, interference, and entanglement
● NISQ - Noisy Intermediate-Scale Quantum technology, often refers in the 

context of modern very noisy quantum computers
● QASM - Quantum Assembly used for programming quantum computers
● Quantum supremacy - demonstration of that a programmable quantum device 

can solve a problem (any problem) that no classical computer can solve in any 
feasible amount of time

● Quantum advantage - same as supremacy, but for useful applications



Quantum applications



Why quantum computing?
Commercialization of a quantum use case



Quantum computing’s potential for significant speedup over classical computers

Why quantum computing?



Modern Quantum Computers



IBM quantum computers



IonQ Quantum Computers





Available and announced quantum computers













Complexity of problems





Quantum Algorithms

There are a few known classes algorithms hitting all three circles:
Four main fundamental algorithms expected to provide a speedup over their 
classical counterparts: Shor's factoring algorithm, Grover's search algorithm, HHL’s 
linear system solver, and quantum simulation



Early application areas for quantum computing

● Combinatorial optimization problems (no proven speedup):
Finances, transportation, logistics

● Quantum machine learning (often requires QRAM)
Finances, image recognition, traffic prediction

● Quantum simulations (proven speedup, but require fault tolerant large quantum 
devices)
Quantum chemistry and physics problems, new materials design



Hybrid Quantum/Classical Computing System

A high-level block diagram of a quantum computing system, where colors represent 
different levels of abstractions. Typically three levels are involved: a user level 
(blue), classical computation and control (yellow), and QC system (green). A 
quantum algorithm is compiled and mapped into a native set of instruction for the 
target quantum computer. The measurement of quantum register after 
post-processing becomes the result.



What is a Quantum Circuit Simulator?

It is an universal quantum computer 
simulator which simulates the 
execution of quantum circuits with or 
without quantum noise

The input is a quantum circuit which 
is described using quantum 
assembly language (QASM)



Quantum Simulator Use Cases
 
- Verification of quantum advantage and 

supremacy claims
- Verification of large quantum devices
- Co-design quantum computers
- Energy efficiency studies of quantum 

computers
- Design of new quantum algorithms
- Finding parameters for variational 

quantum algorithms



Quantum Simulator Use Cases:
Simulation of Supremacy Circuits

(CNN Business): Google claims it has designed a machine that needs only 200 
seconds to solve a problem that would take the world’s fastest supercomputer 
10,000 years to figure out.



“We argue that an ideal simulation of the same task can be performed on a classical 
system in 2.5 days and with far greater fidelity.”
Argonne developed simulator will be able to do these calculations in minutes on Summit

Quantum Simulator Use Cases:
Simulation of Supremacy Circuits



Quantum simulators developed at Argonne 
National Laboratory: QTensor and QuaC

Simulated 1,000,000 qubit QAOA 
circuit with depth p=6 in 1 hour and 20 
minutes on 512 nodes of 
supercomputer Theta



Limitations of quantum simulators



Goals of the QTensor project
1. Open source quantum simulator based on tensor network contraction schemes

2. Easy to use and integrated in popular QIS frameworks like IBM Qiskit

3. Fast simulation of certain types of circuits (QAOA and supremacy circuits)

4. Parallel distributed memory simulator designed to work on High Performance 
Computing (HPC) machines. In particular, it will run on exascale 
supercomputers Aurora and Frontier

5. Verification of quantum supremacy and advantage claims using upcoming 
exa-scale supercomputer Aurora for DARPA projects



QTensor Development

In progress: merged indices

https://github.com/danlkv/QTensor

https://github.com/danlkv/QTensor


Max Cut
Assign +1 and -1 to vertices while 
minimizing the cost function



QAOA circuit
Fully connected graph with 4 vertices and 
6 edges. The corresponding circuit to 
solve MaxCut problem is below



Line graph



QAOA Tensor Network

Graph representation of tensor 
expression of the circuit from 
previous slide. Every vertex 
corresponds to a tensor index of a 
quantum gate

The simulator contracts tensors in 
the optimal order



QTensor: Energy Calculations



QAOA

Find energy Get MaxCut solution

- Easy on quantum- Easy on classical

Vary parameters

Good 
enough 
energy?

no

yes

Parameters 
Optimization Loop

Co-design of Quantum 
Computers





Reality check
● We have 72 noisy qubits (need millions)
● Short decoherency time to run up to 30-200 gates maximum (need millions)
● Slow gates MHz (need GHz)
● Poor connectivity (for superconducting quantum computers)
● Slow I/O
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